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To secure a position that will utilize skills and experience to maximum potential, with 
the opportunity for advancement based on performance and character.

EXPERIENCE

Lead Aircraft Painter
ABC Corporation - JULY 2011 – MAY 2013

 Inspect and monitor confined space areas to ensure air quality and 
safety for team members.

 Assist NDI (Non-Destructive Inspection) department on inspection 
area prep.

 Clean, degrease, and remove all oil and wax buildup.
 Removes scale, dirt and old paint from surfaces so that coating 

materials will adhere properly.
 Coats the surfaces of aircraft with paint, lacqure, epoxy, resin or other

material, using brushes, rollers, spray guns and other devices, 
removes old paint from aircraft, using liquid paint remover and 
scraper.

 Mix, thin, blend, match, tint, and tone coating materials following 
specific oral and written directives and specifications.

 Paint insignia, letters or numerals on aircraft surface, using stencils.

Aircraft Painter 
ABC Corporation - 2007 – 2011

 Duties include; Clean and prep Commercial, Military, and Private 
Helicopters for painting.

 That includes sanding and scuffing the aircraft for prime/paint.
 Also we would mask different areas where paint is not allowed.
 Also did the cowlings (parts) that go to the aircraft the same way.
 Did a lot of priming/top coat painting to the cowlings for the aircraft 

using different primers and top coats such as Dupont, Sherwin 
Williams, Deft and etc.

 Sprayed texture with Polene to interior parts.
 Mixing paints, and reading blueprints also was in the job description.

EDUCATION

 BA in Public Relation - 1999(Ft Valley State University - Fort Valley, GA)
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office 2010'-2016', Apple IWorks.
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